
Genius®

Architectural Wall
Innovative movable wall solutions for 

beautiful, functional, adaptable interiors.
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GENIUS
Inspired by

Imagine the ideal space...

A space that always inspires, never confines.

Built with a brilliant composition of flexibility and utility.

A perfect harmony between intervals of design and sensibility.

With true freedom—no holds barred—to invent a space so

aesthetically stimulating yet exceptionally functional.

An environment inclined to efficiency and productivity...

all through walls ingeniously engineered on the constructs of intuition.

So imagine the ideal space...with the inspiration of GENIUS.
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Genius walls create beautiful and highly functional  
spaces that promote efficiency and productivity. 
Through customizable designs and configurations, 
Genius responds to the unique needs and special 
requirements of each project.

Compatible with all KI systems furniture and 
architectural solutions, Genius walls integrate with 
worksurfaces, storage and accessories to create 
streamlined workstations.

Genius walls also deliver power and data where 
they are needed, meeting the technology needs of 
today and tomorrow.
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DESIGNED FOR FUNCTION
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Alternate multiple panel substrates, such 
as magnetic markerboard painted steel 
recessed within full fabric shells.

Seamlessly integrate power and data 
as well as hang-on components and 
accessories.

Glass transoms or clerestory windows 
add daylight in a space with solid fabric-
wrapped walls and frosted glass doors.

Custom graphics and field-applied film 
on glass provides endless opportunities 
for client personalization. 
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Alternate cornice-height walls with full-
height walls to provide an open feeling 
and enhance visual interest.

Unlimited options for custom designs 
such as multi-colored segmented glass 
give unique personality to a space.

Achieve an elegant aesthetic with full-
height butt-glazed glass panels. 

KI’s Genius Architectural wall door 
options support wood, glass or a 
combination of substrates from basic to 
intricate custom designs.

Specifiable in myriad materials, finishes, textures, colors 
and configurations, Genius walls offer the design 
flexibility to create unmatched visual impact.

Panel shells are available in solid materials, glass or 
a combination. Solid material options range from 
tactile fabric to rich wood veneer to powdercoat 
paint. Versatile door options include sliding or swinging 
designs with frameless, framed or solid core with 
hidden or exposed hardware. See details on back cover.

From offices to conference rooms to storefronts, 
Genius walls have the depth to achieve any look in 
any environment. The range of options eliminates 
boundaries on what designs are possible. 

ENDLESS DESIGN FREEDOM


